Effect of Surface Charge on the Nanofriction and Its Velocity Dependence in an Electrolyte Based on Lateral Force Microscopy.
The nanofriction between a silicon nitride probe and both a silicon wafer and an octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)-coated surface is studied in saline solution by using lateral force microscopy (LFM). The effects of surface charge on the nanofriction in an electrolyte as well as its velocity dependence are studied, while the surface charge at the solid-liquid interface is adjusted by changing the pH value of the electrolyte. The results show that the nanofrictional behavior between the probe and the samples in an electrolyte depends strongly on the surface charge at the solid-liquid interface. When the probe and the sample in the electrolyte are charged with the same sign, a repulsive electrostatic interaction between the probe and the sample is produced, leading to a reduction in nanofriction. In contrast, when the two surfaces are charged with the opposite sign, nanofriction is enhanced by the attractive electrostatic interaction between the probe and the sample. The velocity dependence of nanofriction in an electrolyte is believed to be tied to charge regulation referring to a decreasing trend in surface charge densities for the two approaching charged surfaces in an electrolyte. When the probe slides on the sample at a low velocity, charge regulation occurs and weakens the electrostatic interaction between the probe and the sample. As a result, nanofriction is reduced for surfaces charged with the opposite sign, and it is enhanced for surfaces charged with the same sign. When the sliding velocity between the probe and the sample is high, there is insufficient time for charge regulation to occur. Thus, the friction pair shows a larger nanofriction when the surfaces are charged with the opposite sign and a smaller nanofriction when the surfaces are charged with the same sign when compared to the case of a lower sliding velocity.